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Abstract. Smartphones are becoming more widespread, and location-
based services (LBS) have become one of the most important uses in 
people's daily lives. While outdoor location is reasonably simple thanks to 
GNSS signals, however, indoor location is more problematic due to the 
lack of GNSS signals. As a result of the widespread deployment of 
alternative technologies such as wireless and sensors technologies, various 
studies on wireless-based indoor positioning have been conducted. 
However, each technology has its own limitations including multipath 
fading of wireless signals causes time-varying received signal strength as 
well as the accumulated error of the onboard sensors (i.e. sensor drift) 
resulting in poor localization accuracy. Motivated by these restrictions, this 
work integrates the applicability of two technologies for indoor positioning 
that are already available in smartphones by avoiding their limitation. The 
integration is based on fingerprinting-positioning technique by including 
magnetometer sensor measurements and WiFi signal strength. Android-
based smartphones with low-cost sensors in real indoor scenarios are 
utilized to create a dataset and collect independent track tests to confirm 
results. The performance of different scenarios, such as Wi-Fi alone, 
magnetometer alone, and magnetometer-aided Wi-Fi, is compared. The 
experimental results show that the combination of magnetometer sensor 
and WiFi signal strength provides significant results in which leads to 
reducing the location error to 0.7224 meters. 

1 Introduction 
Utilizing smartphone applications to run daily life activities via users is increased day-by-
day. For example, billing of foods/water/electricity, navigation in popular or unknown 
venues, tracking patient in hospitals, travel through airports, news and commercial 
advertisement, and sport/fitness activities are the most well-known applications on today’s 
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smartphones [1]. The unique feature of these applications is using location information. 
Further, indoor location information has acquired a huge attention as the demand for 
Location-Based Services (LBS) users via smartphones [2]. There has been a huge of 
number of techniques and technologies to run LBS applications. Pedestrian dead-reckoning 
with inertial sensors, fingerprinting with Wi-Fi, trilateration with beacon signals, and 
integration with high-sensitivity Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receivers are 
only a few examples of prevalent techniques/technologies. Specifically, two types of 
positioning techniques based on Received Signal Strength (RSS) via WiFi technology can 
be implemented: 1) trilateration with a route loss model and 2) fingerprinting with a dataset. 
The first relies significantly on the signal propagation model and requires WiFi access point 
(WAP) locations. Fingerprinting, on the other hand, makes no such assumptions and uses a 
training dataset to calculate the likelihood of a user's location. In order to determine a user's 
location based on fingerprinting, various metrics can also be utilized to pattern-match 
between the online measurements and stored measurements in the dataset [3]. There are 
two phases in traditional fingerprinting which are offline and online phases [4]. The data 
collection method is carried out in an environment during the offline phase. The 
coordinates of RPs, as well as their respective signal intensities from Wi-Fi access points, 
are gathered. During the online phase, the indoor positioning algorithm estimates a location 
based on currently observed signal strengths and previously gathered information from RPs 
[5]. The received signal intensity can be modified by diffraction, reflection, scattering, and 
absorption during propagation in indoor situations, which is the main problem for 
positioning algorithms based on location fingerprinting, also because of the magnetic field's 
stability and distinctiveness, a number magnetic-based positioning techniques have been 
developed [6].  The abundance of WAPs in some interior areas, such as office buildings and 
shopping malls, allows the fingerprinting technology to function well [7]. As a result, Wi-Fi 
RSS-based fingerprinting location has grown popular, however the RSS measurements are 
not stable due to: 1) WiFi signal interference, WiFi chipset reading errors (i.e. ±4 dBm), 
and WiFi signal coverage in the vicinity [8]. Furthermore, with inertial sensors such as 
magnetometer sensor, the inside magnetic field anomalies induced by structural steel 
elements impact orientation estimate, although it is a signature for localization purposes in 
the meantime [9]. It is clear from the literature review that the majority of indoor 
positioning tests necessitate additional equipment installation [10-12] or they provide low 
positioning accuracy [13, 14]. To the best of our knowledge, so far, there is no a perfect 
solution for indoor localization while this work proposed an algorithm that combines 
features and advantages of RSS and magnetometer sensor together to accomplish or to 
provide better positioning accuracy at lower cost of survey of the area 
Therefore, the key contribution of this work is: an integration of the benefits of combining 
magnetometer sensor measurements and Wi-Fi RSS values for positioning. 
The rest sections of the paper are organized as the following, section 2 states the problem of 
fingerprinting positioning technique as well as investigate the current related solution. The 
proposed algorithm is deeply described in Section 3. Section 4 shows various trail 
experiments to demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach. Finally, section 5 
summarizes the major accomplishments and outlines future plans.  

2 The Proposed Algorithm 
This study proposed a new integration of WiFi RSS values with magnetometer sensor 
measurements into fingerprint positioning techniques. The proposed approach this work is 
shown in Figure 1.  The proposal via fingerprint technique for indoor positioning consists 
of two main phases which are offline and online phases. In the offline phase, the RSS 
values of WAPs and three axis magnetometer sensor measurements are collected in a site 
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survey along the planned path. Further, the RSS values of WiFi access points and the 
magnetometer sensor measurements are used as positioning features which are gathered and 
stored with their relation location information (x and y coordinated) into the fingerprint 
dataset. An example of the gathered features during the survey is expressed in equation (1). 
	

𝑟𝑒𝑐%&' = (𝑥+,-, 𝑦+,-, 𝑅𝑆𝑆2'34, 𝑅𝑆𝑆2'35,… . . 𝑅𝑆𝑆2'38,𝑀𝑎𝑔<,𝑀𝑎𝑔=,𝑀𝑎𝑔>)    (1) 

Where xABC	and	yABC are the location information at the fingerprint survey, 
RSSJKL4, RSSJKL5,… . . RSSJKLMare the RSS values of the WAPs signals in the vicinity, and 
finally the MagP,MagQ,MagRare the three axis magnetometer measurements. 
In online phase, the new RSS values of the WAPs and magnetometer measurements are 
then compared to the dataset's stored recorded values using the k-NN algorithm. Within k-
NN, the comparison is applied by calculating the distance between the new RSS and 
magnetometer measurements and all previously stored or recorded data. The distance is 
determined in based on using the Euclidean distance, as shown in equation (2). Because of 
Android OS is free, powerful, and full, Android-based smartphone is utilized to collect the 
data records by enabling WiFi chipset and onboard magnetometer sensor 

𝑑T = U(𝑂𝑁_𝑅𝑆𝑆_𝑀𝑎𝑔 − 𝑂𝐹_𝑅𝑆𝑆_𝑀𝑎𝑔T)5              (2) 

Where d[\	is the calculated distance between the online and offline values for the ith record, 
OF_RSSi_Mag[ 	is the offline RSS and magnetic values at ith record, and ON_RSS_Mag is 
the online record values. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The diagram of the proposed approach. 

The distances for all the stored records are calculated, then in ascending order, the distances 
are sorted. Because of the real-time RSS values would be closed to some of the pre-stored 
RSS records, the first k distances are chosen. The k-value is determined via a fingerprint 
survey of the surrounding area or sites. Finally, for calculating smartphone (x, y) 
coordinates of the corresponding coordinates of the k-selected distances are used as the 
estimated smartphone location. 
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3 Dataset and Experimental Setup 
To show the performance of the proposed approach, this study is tried to create a new 
dataset. The dataset is constructed via a survey at the first floor of the Koya Private Institute 
for Computer Science (Koya-PICS) building. The survey area is around 33 m by 6 m. At 
each meter square (at each fingerprint) the Wi-Fi RSS values and magnetometer 
measurements are collected. Thus, the number of the recorded data is around 198 samples. 
Further, due to instability of the WiFi RSS values and magnetometer values, this study 
attempts to get the values by three times at each fingerprint. Therefore, the total recorded 
data, in the offline phase, is equal to 594 records. Note the record sample is arranged as 
expressed in equation (1). During the survey, the RSS values of WAPs and magnetometer 
measurements are collected using an Android application on a smartphone.  
To evaluate the proposed approach, MATLAB packages is used. A set of experimented is 
carried out. First, to provide truth fingerprint which has been used during the positioning 
accuracy, a MATLAB-simulated graph based on real survey of the building is shown in 
figure 2. The WAPs RSS in the vicinity, magnetometer measurements, and x, y coordinate 
values of the fingerprints are then stored. Next, as an initial experiment, the WAPs RSS 
values are depicted in figure 3. This is to show how the values of WAPs RSS values are 
changed along the path of the survey. As shown, there are eight WAPs RSS values. 

   

 
 
Moreover, to understand how the proposed integration approach is working, three different 
experimental scenarios are conducted. The first scenario is to conduct an experiment to use 
the WAPs RSS values of the dataset. The second scenario is to test an experiment to use 
only the collected magnetometer measurements of the dataset. The last scenario is to 
integrate both WAPs RSS values and magnetometer measurements of the dataset. Note, the 
proposed approach is also implemented when the measured WAPs RSS values and 
magnetometer measurements values with fingerprint information are available to 
demonstrate the validity of the algorithm performance. The process of matching between 
offline WAPs RSS values and online WAPs RSS values is handled by the algorithm using 
the k-NN technique. As described in previous section, the position of the smartphone is 
estimated using equation 3.  

Xbc =
∑ e[f
g
h

  ,  Ybc =
∑ j[f
g
h

                               (3) 
Where k is the number of selected records and x and y is the coordinates of the smartphone 
position in the pre-surveyed map and Yes and Xes is the estimated position. Note, the 
positioning accuracy via the root mean square error (RMSE) is used to evaluate the 
performance of the experimental scenarios, as indicated in equation (4). 

posbCC = n4
5
(Xbc − Xo)5 + (Ybc − Yo)5                       (4) 

Where posbCC is the positioning accuracy, Xbc and Ybc are the estimated X and Y location 
coordinates, and Xo	and	Yoare truth values of X and Y location coordinates respectively. 

Fig. 2. The eight WAPs RSS values 
along the survey path. 

 

 

Fig. 3. A simulated-MATLAB graph of the 
real survey for the Koya-PICS building. 
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4 Results and Discussions 
For the sake of the performance of the proposed integration, each technology (including 
WiFi and magnetometer) has its own strengths and weaknesses based on its unique 
properties. For example, WAPs signal readings and magnetometer measurements can 
provide location information based on different positioning techniques. However, the 
primary challenge with using magnetometer sensor measurements in indoor environments 
is the issue of interference caused by building structures or steel obstructions. Also, WAPs 
signals will be affected by exiting complex indoors structure such as: thickness of walls, 
doors, and ceiling. In addition to that, the movable object including people moving in the 
vicinity will affected the WAPs signal. In contrast to the limitations of a single technology-
based localization system, it may take the advantages of their strengths by integrating the 
technology measurements into the fingerprinting technique based on their qualities. First, 
this study is going to through how each technology measurements in the proposed 
positioning approach provides positioning accuracy. 
From the experiments, with the first scenario, the WAPs RSS-based fingerprint technique 
can estimate smartphone location by using eight WAPs RSS values from eight access 
points. This is followed by comparing them to the RSS value of a test sample. The average 
positioning error is 1.6164 meters. With the second scenario, when only magnetometer 
measurements including (x, y and z ) are used, the average error of the positioning accuracy 
is up to 3.4600 meters . This means that the obtained positioning accuracy via WAPs RSS 
values is better than of using magnetometer measurements. The third scenario is to test the 
integration positioning approach by combining the two localization technologies 
measurements, as it is mentioned earlier. The integration is based on taking the advantages 
of both WiFi technologies and magnetometer sensors measurements. The average 
positioning error which has been obtained from combining these two localization 
technologies is 0.7224 meter that’s quite less than using each of them alone-based 
technology. The cumulative distribute functions (CDF) of the achieved positioning 
accuracy (positioning error) and the positioning error at each fingerprint of the dataset are 
shown in figure 4 and figure 5, respectively. 

  

 

5 Conclusion 
In this study an integration indoor positioning technique using Wi-Fi signals and magnetic 
field of magnetometer sensor is presented. The integration approach is to improve 
smartphone position using error minimization and to provide better positioning accuracy.  
The integration is also compared to fingerprinting technique using WiFi technology and 
magnetometer measurements separately, as they have possibility of realization in practice. 
Further, magnetic based navigation system does not need any infrastructure and just 

Fig. 4. Cumulative distributions function 
of the positioning error when both 
Magnetometer and RSS is used] 
measurements is used 

 

Fig. 5. Positioning error for all the 
fingerprints of the dataset when both WAPs 
RSS values and magnetometer is used. 
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requires the magnetic fingerprint map.  With this work a set of experiments and different 
scenarios are conducted to prove the validity of the proposed approach. The experimental 
results showed that the average positioning errors provided by WiFi RSS values and 
magnetometer sensors are 1.6662 and 3.74 meters, respectively. Further to effectively 
localize the position and to improve the positioning accuracy, this study proposed the 
integration of these two technologies.  The experimental results of the integration, shows 
that better performance can be achieved by, minimizing the smartphone positioning error to 
0.7224 meter. Future steps of this study could be based on modifying the k-NN algorithm 
(as it has been used as a matching algorithm in the fingerprinting technique). The 
modification is to use feature weighting method to combine RSS values and magnetometer 
measurements. In addition, some statistical procedures can be applied on the WAPs RSS 
values and magnetometer measurements to improve the matching process via k-NN or any 
machine learning algorithms including decision tree, SVM, or deep learning algorithms. 
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